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Abstract 
Autonomous robots are leaving the laboratories to master new outdoor applications, and 
walking robots in particular have already shown their potential advantages in these 
environments, especially on a natural terrain. Gait generation is the key to success in the 
negotiation of natural terrain with legged robots; however, most of the algorithms 
devised for hexapods have been tested under laboratory conditions. This paper presents 
the development of crab and turning gaits for hexapod robots on a natural terrain 
characterized by containing uneven ground and forbidden zones. The gaits we have 
developed rely on two empirical rules that derive three control modules that have been 
tested both under simulation and by experiment. The geometrical model of the SILO-6 
walking robot has been used for simulation purposes, while the real SILO-6 walking 
robot has been used in the experiments. This robot was built as a mobile platform for a 
sensory system to detect and locate antipersonnel landmines in humanitarian demining 
missions. 
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1. Introduction 
Mobile robots meet their most demanding scenarios in natural environments, where 
several difficulties stemming from the unknown, unstructured surroundings combine 
with different features of the natural terrain that jeopardize robot support. Locomotion 
can be a problem there, due to terrain conditions (soft ground, slippery terrain) and due 
to extreme topology, which can merge severe irregularities with areas where a robot can 
find no support, such as holes and high protrusions. 
To achieve complex tasks successfully in these kinds of environment, a mobile robot 
has to plan its actions at different hierarchical control levels, ranging from the levels 
that construct the general strategy for accomplishing the task to the levels that decide 
the actuator’s elementary motions. This last planning level, almost trivial in the case of 
traditional tracked or wheeled robots, is of paramount importance in the case of walking 
robots and is known as gait generation. To make a robot walk in the desired direction, 
achieving terrain adaptability and keeping stability, is a very complex task. Leg motion 
planning will be even more complex if some areas of the terrain cannot provide support, 
that is, if there are some small zones where feet cannot be placed. These areas are 
known as forbidden zones. They may be holes, high protrusions or antipersonnel land 
mines, to give just a few examples. Finally, the robot must know what its position and 
orientation in a given reference frame are at any time, a problem known as robot 
localization. There are different techniques for robot localization outdoors that provide 
differing degrees of accuracy [1] and [2]. In the case of robot localization for 
humanitarian demining missions, an accuracy of about a few centimeters is required, 
which dramatically determines which localization technique can be used for this 
particular application [3] and [4]. 
Generally speaking, a gait is a sequence of foot movements by which an animal moves 
forward. In early walking-robot research, gait sequences were inspired by nature, but 
gradually other ideas based on engineering principles were introduced and proved to 
have some attractive features. 
There is a large number of scientific and technical articles on gait generation for 
walking robots. Most of them solve the problem under ideal conditions: flat terrain, 
precise geometric models, etc. Gaits for irregular terrain have been derived as 
extensions of and corrections to the gaits formulated for ideal conditions [5] and [6]. 
This article, on the contrary, introduces a new gait algorithm for hexapod robots capable 
of walking at a continuous speed (continuous gait) on irregular terrain containing 
forbidden zones. This new method was designed to solve the problems stemming from 
the real-life application of legged robots to detect and locate antipersonnel land mines in 
humanitarian activities [7], [8], [9] and [26]. 
There are also other gaits, such as wave gaits, which are observed in mammals, reptiles 
and insects at low speed [10] and [11], crab gaits [12] and [6] and turning gaits, which 
can be divided into circling and spinning gaits. 
Over the last two decades, some researchers have developed many different gaits for 
hexapod robots capable of avoiding forbidden zones, gaits for adapting to irregular 
terrain, crab and circling gaits, etc.; however, there is no single gait that combines all 
these features. Such a gait is, therefore, the main objective of our work. 
Free gaits have been developed relying on different techniques: heuristic rules [13], 
[14], [15] and [16], search graphs [17], [18], [19] and [20], central pattern 
generators [21] and [22], learning methods [23], and biological studies of insects [24] 
and [25], just to mention a few examples. However, to date none of these methods has 
shown full effectiveness and efficiency at controlling a legged robot in unstructured 
environments. Thus, we propose in this article a new method, which relies on heuristic 
rules, because these rules are the only ones that can plan leg motions accurately and 
guarantee stability using physical laws. This method can be applied in general to 
hexapods; however, it has been particularized for humanitarian demining tasks because 
it is focused on practical cases with forbidden zones. 
To accomplish our main objective, this article first discusses crab gaits, in Section 2. 
Section 3 describes the new gait planner for hexapods on a natural terrain. Section 4 
defines turning gaits for irregular terrain. All these gaits have been assessed in 
simulation and through experiment, as illustrated in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 
presents the discussion and final conclusions. 
2. A free-crab gait for hexapod robots 
This section presents a new gait for hexapod robots or, in other words, the algorithms to 
determine which leg motions a walking robot must perform to produce stable 
locomotion in the desired direction. The gait module is the most characteristic and 
distinctive level of a walking robot, and it is in charge of dealing with the robot’s 
motion. The actions involved are trivial in traditional vehicles. For instance, the 
kinematic model of wheeled or tracked vehicles is very simple, as is the relationship 
between actuator motions and vehicle motions. On the other hand, the kinematic model 
of a walking robot can be highly complex, and a large number of actuators has to be 
coordinated for the robot to move efficiently. Furthermore, the stability of a wheeled 
robot is accomplished passively for a range of terrain conditions (terrain inclination, for 
instance), while a walking robot must guarantee its stability actively by using its control 
system. Finally, and this is of huge importance, wheeled robots do not posses the 
kinematic limitations legged robots do. These limitations force a legged robot to 
alternate between different states: the support phase to support and propel the body, and 
the transfer phase to recover the initial state so the body can enjoy continued support. 
The gait generator is in charge of all these actions, but it is also the module responsible 
for all the features that make a walking robot superior to traditional vehicles, i.e., omni-
directionality, adaptability to very irregular terrain and the ability to walk over terrain 
containing forbidden zones. 
The method presented herein is a general method for hexapod robots; however, the 
simulations and experiments presented in Section 5 have been tailored for the SILO-6 
robot model (see Fig. 1) [8], [9] and [26]. This robot has been designed to meet the 
requirements of detecting and locating antipersonnel landmines in humanitarian 
missions: mobility over forbidden zones (land mines), adaptability to very irregular 
terrain (natural environments) and ability to follow predefined trajectories with high 
accuracy. Table 1 presents some of the kinematic parameters defined in Fig. 2 and 
general features of the SILO-6 walking robot. 
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Fig. 1.  
The SILO-6 walking robot. 
 
Table 1. Features of the SILO-6 walking robot.  
Body Dimensions Length (LB) 0.88 m 
  
Width (WB) 0.63 m 
  
Height (HB) 0.26 m 
  
Stroke pitch (Px) 0.365 m 
 
Mass 28.2 kg 
Leg Link length a1 0.084 m 
  
a2 0.250 m 
  
a3 0.250 m 
 
Stroke (Rx) 0.25 m 
 
Mass 4.3 kg 
 
Foot speed Transfer phase 0.140 m/s 
  
Support phase 0.05 
Robot Total mass 54 kg 
 
Position accuracy (with DGPS) ±0.02 m 
 
Clearance (Maximum height of irregularities) 0.35 m 
 
Speed 0.05 m/s 
The kinematic parameters are defined in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2.  
Support polygon and stability measurements. 
 
2.1. General approach to gait definition 
In humanitarian missions, a legged robot might perform a periodic gait, which can be 
implemented easily and efficiently. However, when there are forbidden zones involved, 
the periodic gait can be very difficult to maintain. In such a case, it is best to use a gait 
that can move any leg at any time, that is, one that is not forced to maintain a periodic 
leg motion sequence. These gaits, as mentioned above, are known as free gaits. 
A preliminary selection of foot liftings and footholds has been based on that of the 
alternating tripod gait. The alternating tripod gait can achieve the theoretical maximum 
speed for a hexapod, and it is also the optimum gait from the stability standpoint. These 
are the main advantages for our application, bearing in mind that statically stable 
walking robots are intrinsically slow vehicles, and we are dealing with a real application 
on irregular terrain in which we must ensure vehicle stability. Furthermore, this method 
drastically limits the large number of different solutions available when planning the leg 
motions of a six-legged robot. Using a gait based on alternating tripods, we can greatly 
simplify the foot-lifting instants and foothold instants, while the leg sequence becomes 
trivial. 
Our algorithm must meet two additional requirements regarding adaptation to an 
irregular terrain:  
1. The robot must be capable of adapting to an irregular terrain without previous 
knowledge of the terrain, and 
2. The gait must be capable of using the information provided by stereoceptive sensors, 
when available, to improve terrain adaptation. In the experiments presented below, this 
terrain information is made available by a sensor head fixed in the front of the mobile 
robot that informs the controller about the position of potential landmine alarms (see  
Fig. 1 
). 
This last requirement includes the possibility of planning foothold searches in terrain 
including forbidden zones. 
Taking into account our current application, the gait must be also capable of following 
trajectories accurately. Thus, the gait should guarantee that the center of gravity (COG) 
of the body follows the trajectory indicated by a higher control level. This feature 
should not be changed to improve other features, such as stability. Additionally, in order 
to facilitate the following of trajectories, we have designed both crab and turning gaits. 
Finally, the optimization of stability and speed has been considered a general criterion 
for gait design. This is of vital importance in searching for footholds, where a 
compromise between both gait features is a vital necessity. 
As mentioned in Section 1, our gait is based on two heuristic rules that define:  
1. The instant of foot liftings 
2. The new footholds. 
Some geometric and kinetic calculations are also required to define the gait. Thus, the 
gait planner is divided into three modules:  
1. Foot-lifting planner 
2. Body motion planner 
3. Foothold planner. 
These modules are presented in the following sections. 
2.2. Achieving gait stability 
Gait stability is studied assuming that the legs of the robot are grouped into two tripods, 
each one formed by the front and rear leg of one side and the central leg of the opposite 
side. Subscripts F, C, and R denote the front, center and rear leg, respectively, in a 
tripod (see Fig. 3). During locomotion the tripod can be in support (stand) or in transfer 
(swing). Both tripods can be simultaneously in support, but they will never be in 
transfer at the same time. 
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Fig. 3.  
Definition of gait parameters. 
 
Henceforth we will use the term ―tripod‖ interchangeably to denote both the legs and 
the footholds of a given tripod. For the computation of stability measurements, we will 
consider that the body is level and the body’s COG lies at the body’s geometric center. 
To formulate the gait algorithm we define the following magnitudes related with robot 
stability.  
 
Definition 1  
 
The stability margin, SM, also known as the absolute static stability margin, is the 
smallest distance from the vertical projection of the COG on a horizontal plane to the 
sides of the support polygon formed by joining the projections of the footholds on the 
same horizontal plane (see Fig. 2). 
 
 
Definition 2  
 
The minimum absolute stability margin, , is the smallest allowed SM value. This 
is a value to guarantee stability in spite of body level errors, leg acceleration, flexion in 
links, backlash in joints, etc. 
 
 
Definition 3  
 
The transfer starting point, I, and the transfer final point, F, are defined in the following 
terms: 
Let us assume a tripod placed at points PF, PC,PR, a tripod that is going to be 
transferred, and let us assume Re to be the distance the body is going to move during the 
transfer phase. Then, the transfer starting point I(PF,PC,PR,Re) and the transfer final 
point F(PF,PC,PR,Re) are defined to satisfy the following conditions: 
Condition 1.1: Points I and F must lie on trajectory τ (see Fig. 3). That is:  
 
(1)  where τ is the trajectory to be followed by the robot. 
Condition 1.2: The distance between points I and F must be Re. That is:  
 
(2)δPP(I(PF,PC,PR,Re),F(PF,PC,PR,Re))=Re where δPP(m,n) is the Euclidian distance 
between points m and n. 
Condition 1.3: The distance from point I to line PRPC and the distance from point F to 
line PFPC must be equal (see Fig. 3). That is:  
 
(3)δPL(I(PF,PC,PR,Re),PRPC)=δPL(F(PF,PC,PR,Re),PFPC) where δPL(p,mn) is the distance 
from point p to the straight line passing through points m and n. 
If the transfer phase starts when the COG is over I(PF,PC,PR,Re), and during the transfer 
phase the body moves by about Re, then the stability margin is the largest during the 
transfer phase. Note that the defined distances and points are indeed projections onto a 
level plane (see Fig. 3); therefore, the terrain irregularities do not influence to compute 
I(PF,PC,PR,Re) and F(PF,PC,PR,Re). The same can be applied to the forbidden zones that 
are detected in advance by the sensor head (out of the scope of this paper) and avoided 
as footholds. 
 
 
Definition 4  
 
The distance to the leg transfer starting point, L, is defined as:  
 
(4)L(PF,PC,PR,Re)=δPP(COG,I(PF,PC,PR,Re)). That is, L is the distance the COG must 
travel to reach the transfer starting point, I(PF,PC,PR,Re). Let us assume a support tripod 
located at points PF,PC,PR, and a tripod ready to execute the leg transfer phase; then, 
L(PF,PC,PR,Re) is the distance that the body must travel before the starting instant of the 
transfer phase in order to guarantee that the stability margin during the transfer phase is 
the maximum. Note that we have assumed that the body moves by about Re during the 
transfer phase. 
 
 
Definition 5  
 
The transfer stability margin, , is defined as the following distance:  
 
(5)  Alternatively, it can be defined 
as:  
 
(6)  because by definition both 
distances are equal. That is, is the absolute stability margin at the beginning and 
ending of a transfer phase in which the body travels by about Re, and the transfer phase 
starts at such a point that the stability margin is the largest. 
2.3. Foot transfer trajectories 
The shape of the foot trajectory in a transfer phase determines certain aspects of 
foothold and foot-lifting planning; hence, it is important to define the foot trajectory 
properly. The foot transfer trajectory used to move a foot from a foothold Po to a 
foothold consists of three subphases, each of which performs a theoretic straight-line 
trajectory (see [Fig. 4] and [Fig. 5]). These subphases are: 
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Fig. 4.  
Foot transfer theoretic trajectory in the world reference frame. 
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Fig. 5.  
Foot transfer theoretic trajectory in the body reference frame. 
 
Subphase 1: In this subphase the foot rises from its foothold up to a height H1 following 
a straight, vertical theoretic trajectory in the world reference frame (see Fig. 4). The 
value of H1 is fixed in such a way that the foot in transfer lifts from the ground 
sufficiently. The foot will move at the average-horizontal body speed and at an 
average-vertical body speed VV with respect to the body reference frame (see Fig. 5). In 
general, during this subphase the body moves a distance R1. That is:  
 (7)  
Note that Fig. 4 plots the leg trajectory in the world reference frame and Fig. 5 plots the 
same trajectory in the robot reference frame, that is, Fig. 5 is the trajectory seen by an 
observer onboard the robot. 
Subphase 2: In this subphase the body moves up to point P2, whose components are the 
x- and y-components of the foothold and whose z-component is a distance H3/2 of the 
initial ground-height estimation. Note that H3/2>IT, where IT is the uncertainty over the 
ground height (see Fig. 4). The foot moves in a theoretic straight line, in the world 
reference frame, from the final point of subphase 1, P1, to a point F computed by the 
foothold planner. This trajectory forms an angle α with the x-axis of the body reference 
frame. The average speed of this motion, v=(vx,vy,vz)
T
, is given by:  
 
(8)  
The distance traveled by the body during this subphase is R2, given by:  
 
(9)  
Subphase 3: In this subphase the foot moves down vertically in the world reference 
frame until foot-ground contact is eventually detected. This motion is stopped when the 
distance traveled is greater than a given distance H3, which is at least twice the 
uncertainty of the ground height, IT. The foot in transfer moves at an average-horizontal 
speed and an average-vertical speed V3, in the body reference frame (see [Fig. 4] 
and [Fig. 5]). We define R3 as the distance that the body travels during the whole 
subphase, assuming the foot does not contact with the ground and travels H3. Therefore:  
 
(10)  
The foot motion stops if it reaches the boundary of its workspace. In that case, the 
subphase is also finished. If the subphase finishes and the foot is not in contact with the 
ground, the transfer phase fails. Note that the foot trajectory of every subphase is 
defined as a straight line followed at a given average speed; however, in order to avoid 
dynamic effects each trajectory has its acceleration/deceleration phases. In the gait 
algorithm, we are interested in computing foot strokes and foot travel times; therefore, 
we use trajectory lengths and average speeds and the instant speeds are computed by the 
leg joint controllers. 
The legs always perform the transfer phase grouped in tripods and in a synchronized 
fashion. The legs in a tripod start subphase 1 of the transfer phase when instructed to do 
so by the foot-lifting planner. All the legs in a tripod must start subphase 2 
simultaneously; therefore, a leg will stop at the end of subphase 1 if any of the other 
legs have not finished the subphase. The same procedure is applied to accomplish 
subphase 3 in a synchronized fashion. With this method, we guarantee that the relative 
position of the footholds does not depend on the leg transfer time. The transfer of a 
tripod finishes when all of the legs have contacted the ground. Note that Fig. 5 plots the 
points , that define the estimated foothold when the foot is at point Pi. The foothold is 
a fixed point in the terrain; therefore, it moves backwards when the robot moves 
forward. 
2.4. Gait parameters 
After the leg transfer trajectories of a tripod have been defined, the following definitions 
are required to formulate the gait. 
 
 
Definition 6  
 
RT2(PF,PC,PR) is the distance that the body moves while the legs complete subphase 2 of 
their transfer phase to foothold tripod (PF,PC,PR). That is:  
 
(11)RT2(PF,PC,PR)=max(R2(PF),R2(PC),R2(PR)). In other words, for the legs of a tripod 
that start each transfer phase in a synchronized fashion, RT2 is given by the leg in the 
tripod that needs the longest time to complete transfer subphase 2. Note that the body 
moves forwards the same distance that the feet move backwards, and the foot motions 
can be obtained through the joint encoder readings. 
 
 
Definition 7  
 
R(PF,PC,PR) is the distance that the body moves while completing the leg transfer phase 
to foothold tripod (PF,PC,PR):  
 
(12)R(PF,PC,PR)=R1+RT2(PF,PC,PR)+R3.Due to the uncertainty of the terrain height, the 
body will travel a distance shorter than or equal to R(PF,PC,PR), depending on the height 
of the feet. 
 
 
Definition 8  
 
The reduced kinematic margin, K(P), of a point P belonging to a foot workspace is 
defined as:  
 
(13)K(P)=ξ−R1 where ξ is the distance that P can be moved in the opposite direction to 
the vehicle motion before leaving the foot workspace (see Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6.  
Reduced kinematic margin and leg workspace. 
 
Note that if K(P)>0, a leg placed at P can complete transfer subphase 1 (i.e., can be 
lifted) without leaving the leg workspace. During this subphase the body will move by 
about R1. 
 
 
Definition 9  
 
The reduced kinematic margin of a tripod K(PF,PC,PR) is the smaller reduced kinematic 
margin of the foothold (PF,PC,PR) of a tripod. That is:  
 
(14)K(PF,PC,PR)=min(K(PF),K(PC),K(PR)). 
 
 
Definition 10  
 
The robot’s reduced kinematic margin, KR, is the smaller reduced kinematic margin of 
the tripod in support. Therefore, the tripod in transfer is not considered in computing 
this magnitude:  
 
(15)  
3. Gait planner 
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the gait planner is divided into a foot-lifting planner, a 
body motion planner and a foothold planner. 
3.1. Foot-lifting planner 
The maximization of the kinematic margin is a criterion used intensively to design gaits 
for walking robots. This criterion just gives the vehicle’s capability of moving in the 
desired direction taking the kinematic limitations into account, and it states that the leg 
to be lifted is the one that has the smallest reduced kinematic margin, because it is the 
closest to the boundaries of the foot workspace and thus limits the motion of the robot. 
Another criterion to be taken into account in planning leg liftings is the maximization of 
the stability margin. The smallest stability margin is obtained during the period in which 
the vehicle has one tripod in support and the other one in transfer. Thus, it is important 
to plan accurately the instants in which the transferences start to maximize the stability 
margins. Taking into account these considerations and the previous definitions, the foot-
lifting planner will be based on the following rules and will act when both tripods are in 
support. 
Foot-lifting condition 1: The tripod with the smaller reduced kinematic margin must 
start its transfer phase when L(PF,PC,PR,Re)=0. 
Foot-lifting condition 2: The tripod with the smaller reduced kinematic margin must 
start its transfer phase if its reduced kinematic margin vanishes, if and only if 
. 
Note that if the distance traveled by the robot is different from the distance assumed a 
priori (for instance, if the transfer phase lasts more than the assumed time or the body 
velocity is changed), the stability will not be the best, i.e., the largest stability margin 
considered in Section 2.2. In this case, Re must be determined by estimating a typical 
time for the transfer phase. This time and the body average speed will determine Re. 
Additionally, as indicated in Section 3.3, the foothold search is run to guarantee that the 
body travels a distance smaller than or equal to Re. 
3.2. Body motion planner 
The motion of the body is defined in many aspects by the human operator or the control 
level in charge of steering the robot. However, other aspects are determined 
automatically to adapt the robot to unstructured environments. The parameters that 
define body motion and the methods used to obtain the true values are presented below. 
Crab angle (α): This is the angle between the longitudinal axis of the robot’s body and 
the robot’s direction of motion. This parameter defines the lateral motions of the body. 
The module in charge of robot steering can vary this value to control the tracking 
trajectory error. 
Horizontal body speed ( ): This is the robot’s body average speed in the direction 
given by the crab angle, α. We assume that a module in a higher control level 
determines a nominal speed, , as a function of the task. Thus, the body moves 
forwards at a default average speed . However, the controller can stop the 
motion (i.e. the controller can set ) in the following cases:  
1. If , that is, the robot stability is smaller than the minimum allowed. 
2. If K≤0, that is, if a foot in support is about to reach a foot workspace boundary. 
3. If not all feet in a tripod are in contact with the ground at the end of subphase 3 of the 
tripod transfer phase. 
Vertical body speed ( ): This speed varies automatically to adapt to the terrain. The 
average foot height in support, Zpm, is controlled to keep its value around a preset value, 
Hm. The vertical body speed varies according a proportional control law:  
 
(16)  where Kpvv is the controller gain tuned experimentally. This 
law is applied if the feet are inside their workspace. Otherwise, the controller applies 
. 
Body pitch speed ( ) and body roll speed ( ): These magnitudes are determined 
automatically to keep the body horizontal. They are computed as a function of the body 
pitch angle, , and the body roll angle, θ (given by a couple of inclinometers located in 
the robot’s body), as well as the footholds of the feet in support using the following 
simple control laws:  
 
(17)  where and are the controller gains. As with vertical body 
speed, these control laws are used if and only if the feet are inside their workspaces. 
Otherwise, the controller will command and . 
Yaw body speed ( ): This speed is fixed by the operator or a higher control level to 
change the yaw angle of the body. 
All these linear and angular average speeds are factored in to compute the instant linear 
speed of every foot in support. The foot horizontal speed in subphases 1 and 3 is also 
computed in this fashion. 
3.3. Foothold planner 
The search for new footholds for a tripod in transfer is performed when the tripod is 
lifted, i.e., when it has already executed transfer phase 1 and the tripod feet are at points 
P1 of the transfer trajectory (see [Fig. 4] and [Fig. 5]). The search is based on proposing 
three candidate points (FF,FC,FR) where the three legs of the tripod will be moved 
during transfer phase 2. Each one of these three points corresponds with point P2 of the 
transfer trajectory in [Fig. 4] and [Fig. 5]. When a foothold tripod candidate is proposed, 
it is evaluated with different criteria. This process is repeated for different foothold 
tripods, and the best one is finally selected. The strategy used to evaluate the footholds 
has two parts. First, a series of conditions based on concepts such as stability, kinematic 
limits, etc., is taken into account to classify the footholds as either valid or non-valid. 
Second, the group of valid footholds will be evaluated using a cost function, which 
allows two different criteria (stability and maximum speed). The greatest value of this 
cost function will define the most appropriate foothold tripod to be selected. 
3.3.1. Foothold conditions 
Given a tripod in support, a tripod in transfer, an estimated distance the body is going to 
move during the transfer phase, Re, and a foothold tripod candidate FF,FC,FR for the 
tripod in transfer (with respect to the body reference frame), the footholds will be valid 
if they fulfill the following six conditions: 
Support condition 1: The footholds must be outside any forbidden zone. To determine if 
a certain foothold Fp=(xp,yp)
T
 is a valid point, a point on the terrain, , must 
be calculated. This is the point where the foot will be placed at the end of the transfer 
phase, which can be expressed in the robot reference frame as (see Fig. 5):  
 
(18)  
Therefore, and will be allowed footholds on the terrain. 
Support condition 2: From the stability standpoint, the optimal instant to initiate the 
transfer of the support tripod must come before the instant in which the reduced 
kinematic margin of the support tripod vanishes. To guarantee this, it is assumed that 
during the next transfer of the support tripod the body will travel a distance Re. This is:  
 
(19)L(FF,FC,FR,Re)<K(FF,FC,FR)−RT2(FF,FC,FR). 
L(FF,FC,FR,Re) is the distance the body moves before starting the following transfer (as 
described in Definition 4 and because of the foot-lifting condition 2) in order to 
maximize the static stability, and must be lower than the kinematic margin, 
K(FF,FC,FR). RT2(FF,FC,FR) is the motion of the body while the legs move toward the 
new footholds. Thus, the kinematic margin of the support tripod is reduced in this 
amount. This condition, hence, guarantees that the support legs are inside their 
workspaces up to the optimum instant to start the transfer phase. 
Support condition 3: The reduced kinematic margin of the new footholds must be large 
enough so that it does not vanish before the support tripod completes its next transfer. It 
is assumed that the following transfer of the support tripod will begin at the right 
instant, from the stability standpoint, in order to impose this condition. Additionally, the 
body will travel a distance Re during transfer. Therefore, the following condition must 
be fulfilled:  
 
(20)K(FF,FC,FR)>L(FF,FC,FR,Re)+Re. 
As mention above, L(FF,FC,FR,Re) is the distance the body moves before starting the 
following transfer. Re is the distance the body moves during the transfer phase, 
therefore, the right side of (20) is the distance the body moves before finishing the next 
transfer. Therefore, this condition tries to maintain the support feet inside their 
workspaces until the other tripod finishes its transfer phase. 
Support condition 4: The transfer tripod will achieve the support phase (in spite of the 
uncertainty in the elevation of the terrain) before the right instant for lifting the support 
tripod arrives. Thus, the support tripod can be lifted while stability is maintained. This 
condition is expressed by means of the following relationship, assuming that body 
displacement during the transfer is Re:  
 
(21)L(FF,FC,FR,Re)>R3. 
If this condition is not fulfilled, when the transfer tripod touches the ground, the COG 
will be located ahead of the right point for lifting the other tripod, which would then be 
necessarily lifted under a non-suitable condition because the foot-lifting condition 1 is 
not fulfilled (see Section 3.1). 
Support condition 5: The stability margin must be greater than a pre-defined minimum 
during the following transfer of the support tripod, assuming that the transfer of 
the support tripod will begin at the right instant from the stability standpoint (as 
indicated in support condition 2 and in Section 3.1) and that the body displacement is Re 
during the transfer. Therefore:  
 
(22)  
Support condition 6: The body displacement during the tripod transfer must not exceed 
the Re value assumed in support conditions 2, 3, 4 and 5. Therefore, the following 
expression must befulfilled:  
 
(23)R(FD,FC,FT)<Re. 
Note that in order to formulate support conditions 2, 3, 4 and 5, the body displacement 
is assumed to be Re during subsequent transferences, which may not occur in some 
cases. On the other hand, support condition 6 demands that during the current transfer 
phase the body must not travel more than Re. Therefore, all transferences, including 
future ones, will fulfill this condition at their computation instant. Thus, the assumption 
made in support conditions 2, 3, 4 and 5 is consistent. 
3.3.2. Criterion for foothold selection 
The parameters to be improved in gait design are the stability and maximum speed of 
the robot. To achieve a high speed, we need to obtain large kinematic margins in order 
to perform the lowest possible number of leg transfer phases (support condition 3). 
However, if we select a foothold tripod trying to maximize the kinematic margins only, 
the stability margin could decrease. Note that if the tripod yields a stability margin 
below , it will be rejected; however, a foothold tripod with stability margins 
above but close to will be allowed. 
On the contrary, if we select a tripod trying to maximize the stability margin only, then 
the kinematic margins could decrease. Note that if a tripod has a kinematic margin 
below the restriction imposed by support condition 3 it will be rejected, but nothing 
would prevent selecting a tripod with a kinematic margin close to this limit. With short 
kinematic margins we need to exert a large number of transfer phases and the robot 
would be most of the time supported on one tripod. Furthermore, a sudden increase of 
the commanded body speed could cause the kinematic margin to vanish before than 
expected, forcing a body stop. 
That means we need to balance both contributions. To achieve that trade-off between 
kinematic margin and stability margin, the foothold tripod candidates that fulfill support 
conditions 3 and 5, presented in Section 3.3.1, are evaluated according to the following 
cost function:  
 
(24)  where kev is a parameter to 
weigh the cost function. That is, the foothold is obtained as the foothold tripod 
candidate that maximizes (24). The use of kev is a linear manner of weighing both speed 
and stability and it is tuned by and experimental trade-off. 
3.3.3. Foothold-searching algorithm 
To search for new footholds, we define a number N of discrete, finite possible footholds 
within each leg workspace of the tripod. Fig. 7 illustrates the candidates selected for the 
SILO-6 leg. 
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Fig. 7.  
Foothold candidates in foothold planning. 
 
In the next step, all possible support tripods formed with the different combinations of 
the possible footholds of each leg are analyzed, verifying whether they fulfill all the 
conditions specified in Section 3.3.1 and evaluating those footholds that are valid 
according to the criterion for foothold selection defined in Section 3.3.2. If there is more 
than one valid foothold tripod, the foothold tripod that obtains the greatest Ev will be the 
new support tripod and the transfer will be completed. Finally, if at least one foot cannot 
touch the selected footholds, a new forbidden zone will be defined for the footholds and 
the procedure will be repeated to find a new, different foothold. This is an intensively 
computing method of evaluation among N evenly-spaced candidates in the workspace 
for each foot. More effective methods for searching the appropriated candidate can be 
investigated, but this is outside the scope of this present work. The final value of N is a 
trade-off between computational burden and robot’s speed. In this point, it is worth 
mentioning that leg transferences in statically stable walking robots are slow and the 
central computer can be used for solving these types of heavy computational method. 
4. Turning gaits 
The crab gait generated in this process can be extended into a turning gait in which the 
robot moves around a given axis. If the rotation radius is large enough to keep stability, 
we get a circling gait (  and ωC≠0). If the rotation radius is null, i.e., the robot 
turns around its own and ωC≠0), we get a spinning gait. Both the circling 
and the spinning gaits are described below. 
4.1. Circling gait 
To extend the crab gait into a circling gait, all that need be done is to adapt the 
definitions of robot displacement and foot motion. The angles turned by the body and 
the legs in support are the same in a circling gait, whereas the distances traveled by each 
foot and the body are, in general, different. Hence, it is advisable to redefine in angular 
magnitudes the distances that represent a foot or body displacement in the crab gait. The 
following considerations must be taken into account in order to formulate the circling 
gait: 
We assume that during transfer subphases 1, 2 and 3, the robot turns certain angles ρ1, 
ρ2, ρ3, which are equivalent to the distances R1,R2 and R3 of the crab gait. These angles 
can be calculated in a similar way. 
The angular reduced kinematic margin of point P within the leg workspace is defined 
as:  
 
(25)KG(P)=ψ−ρ1 where ψ is the angle that point P can turn around the center of rotation 
in the opposite direction to the turn of the robot before leaving the leg workspace. 
The definitions of transfer starting point, transfer final point and distance to the leg 
transfer starting point (see Section 2.2 and Fig. 3), which relates stability with body 
displacement, should also be redefined to take into account the new circular trajectory 
of the COG. In addition, the magnitudes representing body displacements (L,Re) should 
be redefined as angular displacements around the center of rotation of the trajectory. 
Finally, the circular trajectory that follows the point on the terrain (from the body 
reference frame) must be considered in the computation of footholds, in order to 
calculate the point at which the foot will be supported at the end of the transfer phase 
and thus to determine if it is a forbidden zone (support condition 1). 
The gait thus defined would behave the same as the crab gait when turning radii are 
sufficiently large, but it will fail for a range of small turning radii. This is explained 
below. 
4.2. Spinning gait 
There is a special feature in spinning gaits: The COG does not move, and so stability 
conditions do not change when the body is moving. Therefore, there is no point in 
defining the transfer starting point, transfer final point, distance traveled before the leg 
transfer or distance traveled during the transfer phase. Consequently, foot-lifting 
condition 1 and support conditions 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are not appropriate. Thus, it is 
necessary to redefine the foot-lifting and support conditions. In circling gaits of small 
radius, the body displacements are not sufficient to produce appreciable changes in the 
robot’s stability. Therefore, methods similar to those employed in the spinning gait 
should also be used in these cases. 
To formulate the spinning gait, a simplified method for choosing foot liftings is 
proposed with the following conditions: 
Turn lifting condition: A tripod begins its transfer when the other tripod finishes its 
transfer phase. 
Regarding of the foothold search, the following conditions are imposed: 
Turn support condition 1: The feet cannot be supported on forbidden zones of the 
terrain. 
Turn support condition 2: The absolute stability margin, SM, of the new support tripod 
must be greater than a pre-defined minimum, . 
The stability margin of the new tripod will be the stability margin used throughout the 
entire subsequent transfer, so it is advisable to make it large enough. 
Turn support condition 3: The angular reduced kinematic margin of the new support 
tripod must be greater than a minimum ρe. 
Turn support condition 4: The angle that the body turns during the transfer must be 
smaller than a maximum ρe. 
The last two conditions jointly guarantee that, while a tripod performs its transfer phase, 
the tripod in support will not stray from its kinematic limits. 
5. Simulation and experimental results 
Different simulations and experiments tailored for the SILO-6 walking robot have been 
conducted to verify the effectiveness of the gait generation algorithms. N foothold 
candidates for each leg have been used to search for the best tripod. For instance, if 
N=15, then N
3
=3375, and these footholds are analyzed in less than 0.07 s using a 
Pentium III-based controller. This time is acceptable with regard to the sampling period 
of the controller (0.1 s). Note that increasing the number of foothold candidates, N, for 
each leg increases the computing time by N
3
. The set of foothold candidates can be 
chosen taking into account the general features of the gait. For example, the subgroup 
used with crab angles of about 0  (forward motion) would differ from the subgroup 
used for crab angles of about 180  (backward motion). In general, N must be chosen as 
a trade-off between effectiveness and computation speed. The parameters used in the 
examples presented herein are: , , , 
, , and . 
5.1. Simulation results 
The first simulation example shows the algorithm’s capability to maximize the 
maximum speed and the stability of the robot. Furthermore, it also shows how the 
variation of constant kev modifies the weight of these two properties. 
Increasing the value of kev means giving a heavier weight to the absolute stability 
margin than to the reduced kinematic margin in the cost function, . Fig. 8 represents 
the results obtained in this example for the values kev [0,0.02,0.04,0.06,0.08,0.1]. The 
value of kev is increased every 30 s. Fig. 8(a) and (b), respectively, show how the 
duration of the support and transfer phases decreases and the stability margin increases 
as kev is increased. The minimum value of the reduced kinematic margin can also be 
observed to increase (see Fig. 8(c)). This is due to the shorter duration of the support 
phases, so the foot liftings take place before the reduced kinematic margin vanishes. 
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Fig. 8.  
Gait measurements for different kev: (a) Time diagram: leg in support in solid line, 
otherwise leg in transfer; (b) Absolute stability margin; (c) Reduced kinematic margin. 
 
In spite of the monotonous increasing of kev, there is no continuous evolution in either 
the variation of the absolute stability margin or the reduced kinematic margin, because 
the space has not been considered continuous in the foothold search — Only 15 possible 
discontinuous footholds for each leg are taken into account (see Section 3.3.3). 
The second simulation example describes the algorithm’s capacity to make the robot 
walk on terrain containing forbidden zones. These zones are generated randomly, and 
the robot travels in a straight line over them. The forbidden zones are drawn in black 
with a safe area in gray (see Fig. 9). The center of a foot can find support on the internal 
boundary of the safe areas, but never inside the forbidden zones. The footholds are 
represented by small circles. Fig. 9 depicts an overhead view of the terrain in which the 
forbidden zones and the footholds are drawn. Fig. 9(a) shows the results when the 
system performs the gait algorithm without taking into account the position of the 
forbidden zones. We can observe how the feet fall on forbidden zones in several cases. 
Fig. 9(b) plots the results when the algorithm takes into account the positions of the 
forbidden zones known a priori. In this case, we can see how all the robot’s footholds 
lie outside the forbidden zones. 
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Fig. 9.  
Footholds along a trajectory (small circles represent the footholds): (a) Footholds when 
the gait algorithm does not take the forbidden zones into account; (b) Footholds when 
the gait algorithm takes the forbidden zones into account. 
 
The third simulation example illustrates how the algorithm can adapt to trajectory 
changes. This property is useful for accurate trajectory tracking. The test consists of 
observing the behavior of the gait when there is an abrupt change of the crab angle, 
from 0  to 20 . The robot walks parallel with the positive x axis, so the trajectories of 
the legs in support are straight lines along the negative x axis (see [Fig. 10], [Fig. 11], 
[Fig. 12], [Fig. 13] and [Fig. 14]). 
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Fig. 10.  
Crab angle change from 0  to 20  (State 1). 
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Fig. 11.  
Crab angle change from 0  to 20  (State 2). 
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Fig. 12.  
Crab angle change from 0  to 20  (State 3). 
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Fig. 13.  
Crab angle change from 0  to 20  (State 4). 
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Fig. 14.  
Crab angle change from 0  to 20  (State 5). 
 
The correct operation of the crab gait is verified by representing the foothold of each leg 
in the body reference frame during a half locomotion cycle in [Fig. 10], [Fig. 11], 
[Fig. 12], [Fig. 13] and [Fig. 14]. The leg workspaces are indicated by discontinuous 
lines. The footholds of the legs in support are plotted in wide gray or dark gray dots, and 
the foot positions of the legs in transfer are plotted in small light gray or black dots. 
In the first state (see Fig. 10), all legs are in support and the crab angle is null. The 
foothold trajectories are parallel with the positive x axis. 
In the second state (see Fig. 11), tripod 2 (legs 2, 3 and 6) begins transfer and the crab 
angle is changed to 20 . The footholds selected for tripod 2 are still adapted to the 
initial crab angle (0 ), since the transfer starts before the crab angle changes to 20 . The 
trajectories of all legs are parallel with the positive x axis. Although a change in the crab 
angle has been commanded, the body continues moving along its x axis. 
In the third state (see Fig. 12), tripod 2 (legs 2, 3 and 6) completes its transfer. The legs 
in support (legs 1, 4 and 5) adapt the direction of motion to 20  with respect to the x 
axis, and the body starts moving in the commanded direction. 
In the fourth state (see Fig. 13), all the legs are in support, and the crab angle is 20 . 
The footholds of each leg follow a trajectory such that the body continues moving with 
the specified crab angle. 
In the fifth state (see Fig. 14), the transfer of tripod 1 (legs 1, 4 and 5) occurs. The 
footholds selected for the tripod in transfer adapt to the new crab angle, while the 
supporting footholds continue moving with the new crab angle. 
The results show that the crab gait works correctly and is able to adapt to abrupt 
changes in the crab angle. 
5.2. Experimental results 
Finally, we performed some experiments to assess the gait algorithms using the real 
SILO-6 walking robot on terrain containing forbidden zones. This experiment was 
similar to the second simulation example described in Section 5.1. 
The precise location of every forbidden zone was measured in advance with a DGPS. 
Therefore, the location of the forbidden zones was known before the robot went into 
motion. The forbidden zones were represented by black circles with a diameter of about 
0.05 m (see Fig. 15). These circles were equivalent to the black squares in the second 
simulation. A black safe area with a diameter of about 0.15 m for each forbidden zone 
was also given. This was equivalent to the gray square in the second simulation (see 
Fig. 15). In our experiment, the robot avoided the forbidden zones perfectly throughout 
the traveled distance. This can be seen in the video available at [27]. This was just a 
preliminary experiment, because in real situations knowledge of the location of 
forbidden zones will be provided in real time by the scanning system composed of a 
mine detector and a scanning manipulator. See [8], [9], [26] and [27] for further details 
of the detecting device. 
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Fig. 15.  
Experiment with the real SILO-6 walking robot traveling over forbidden zones (see 
video available at (SILO-6b) [27]). 
 
6. Discussion and conclusions 
This article presents the development of crab and turning gaits for hexapod robots on 
natural terrain characterized by containing uneven ground and forbidden zones. The 
algorithms are general for hexapod robots; however, both the geometrical model and the 
real prototype of the SILO-6 walking robot have been used for simulation and 
experimental purposes, respectively. 
The main contribution of this work consists of the fact that the gait generation 
algorithms combine different features previously tested under ideal conditions. Thus, 
the proposed methods can adapt to irregular terrain, can work in the presence of 
forbidden zones and integrate crab and turning gaits that can be joined to perform 
trajectory tracking. 
The gaits derived in this work have been devised for a real application, detecting and 
locating landmines in humanitarian demining missions. Hexapod robots are advisable 
for this particular application because of their high stability and speed. Additionally, a 
hexapod can achieve its highest speed by using alternating tripod gaits. Thus, our 
algorithms rely on a tripod gait, which normally performs periodic leg motions and 
takes periodic foothold positions. However, we have included a non-periodic feature to 
obtain a real free gait, which is based on heuristic rules capable of planning leg motions 
accurately and guaranteeing stability by using physical laws. These heuristic rules rely 
on the definition of foot-lifting instants and the computation of new footholds, and they 
are implemented by three modules: the foot-lifting planner, the body motion planner 
and the foothold planner. New concepts are provided in the definition of the reduced 
kinematic margin, the use of uncertainty in the estimation of the footholds and the 
criterion for foothold selection. 
Several simulations and experiments have been conducted to assess the algorithms. 
These examples certify that the proposed gaits can maximize the robot’s speed and 
stability, and they enable the robot to walk over terrain with forbidden zones as well. 
The gait algorithms have worked properly in a large number of experiments with a very 
low percentage of failures in finding leg and foothold sequences. This is mainly due to 
the convenient innate features of hexapod robots for finding stable sequences of 
footholds and leg motions. Additionally, simulations have been presented to illustrate 
how the algorithms can cope with sudden changes in the theoretical trajectory. Finally, 
some experiments have been discussed to illustrate the capability of the SILO-6 walking 
robot for adapting to irregular terrain and walking over forbidden zones. These 
experiments are available at [26] and [27]. The results have been assessed positively for 
a walking robot in humanitarian demining missions. 
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